Durbin asks secretary of Homeland Security
for "maximum flexibility" implementing Real
ID Illinois
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – U.S. Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) wrote Secretary of Homeland
Security Jeh Johnson today to ask for “maximum flexibility” implementing the REAL ID Act in
Illinois. Today, Durbin asked Secretary Johnson to “work closely with state officials to provide
clear guidance and flexibility to Illinois residents about the new requirements to access
secure federal facilities and provide assistance should Illinois choose to resubmit an
application for an extension.”
In December, the State of Illinois was denied a request to renew its extension for REAL ID Act
compliance, which Durbin said “has proven exceptionally difficult for Illinois, which is

currently operating without a state budget. While Illinois has satisfied 84 percent of its
requirements, the cost to implement the remaining criteria is estimated to cost Illinois an
additional $57 million over four years.”
Durbin was a vocal member of bipartisan Congressional opposition to the REAL ID Act, and
joined Senate colleagues in writing a lettersharing concerns that the legislation “would impose
rigid and unrealistic mandates on processes for issuing drivers’ licenses.” Since the REAL ID Act
was signed into law by President George Bush in 2005, nearly thirty states – including Illinois –
have not yet complied with the law’s requirements.
The full text of today’s letter is available here and copied below.
Dear Secretary Johnson:
I write to request maximum flexibility from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) as it
implements the REAL ID Act in Illinois. I also urge DHS to work closely with the Illinois Secretary
of State and the Illinois General Assembly as the state works to comply with the federal REAL ID
law and provide assistance should Illinois choose to submit a subsequent application for
extension.
Illinois was recently denied a request by DHS to renew its extension for REAL ID Act
compliance. As of January 10, 2016, Illinois driver’s licenses and identification cards may no
longer be sufficient to enter secure federal facilities, including military bases and nuclear plants.
While I understand Illinois residents will still be able to use their Illinois driver’s licenses and
identification cards to board domestic flights and enter federal buildings that provide federal
benefits and services, Illinois constituents who have relied on their state issued cards to access
secure federal facilities will be affected.
DHS has granted individual facilities the flexibility to determine how to enforce the new
restrictions. The DHS Interagency Security Committee has provided guidance on alternate
access control procedures, which include accepting additional forms of identification and
admitting visitors with authorized escorts. In light of these alternatives, I request that you ensure
maximum flexibility for Illinois residents to access these impacted facilities.
Compliance with the REAL ID Act has proven exceptionally difficult for Illinois, which is currently
operating without a state budget. While Illinois has satisfied 84 percent of its requirements, the
cost to implement the remaining criteria is estimated to cost Illinois an additional $57 million over
four years. These significant costs pose a unique challenge as the state works toward
implementing the law without the necessary financial resources.
I request that DHS work closely with state officials to provide clear guidance and flexibility to
Illinois residents about the new requirements to access secure federal facilities and provide
assistance should Illinois choose to resubmit an application for an extension.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Richard J. Durbin
United States Senate
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